
Experiments

Cross-Encoder for unsupervised gaze representation learning

p  An eye image is encoded in the gaze feature and the eye feature.

p  Two kinds of image pairs to avoid the degenerative solution.

Cross-Encoder

p An extension for auto-encoder.

Ø  Take a pair of images as input.

Ø  Each input is encoded in two features.

 - The shared feature and the specific features.

Ø  Switch the shared feature when reconstruction.
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Problem

p Task: to estimate a vector denoting 

where the person is looking.

p Challenges
Ø  Complicated data collecting procedure → 

few labeled data.

- unsupervised learning

Ø  General unsupervised feature

- Eye-identity: Major information

      Gaze: Minor information

pHow to disentangle gaze and eye 
identity?
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p Fine-tune within datasets

p Cross dataset evaluation

Table 3. Angular errors of 100-shot gaze estimation cross datasets.

Table 4. Angular errors of the state-of-the-art gaze estimation 
methods and Cross-Encoder as a pretrained model.

Ø Cross-Encoder outperforms the 
state-of-the-art consistently.

Ø Cross-Encoder is competitive 
with the state-of-the-art.

p Disentanglement of features Ø Cosine similarity of the learned 
representations.

Ø Examples of the learned 
representations.

�� and �� are the left and the right eye. �� and �� are their 
reconstructed images. �� is the gaze feature, and �� is the 
eye feature.

Ø T-SNE results of the learned representations, 
colored in eye-identity.

Same: eye identity    Different: gaze    ○Switch: feature of eye identity � Same: gaze        Different: eye identity      ○ Switch: feature of gaze �

Gaze-similar pair: paired images of the left and 
the right eyes in an image.

Eye-consistent pair: paired 
images of the same eye.

Table 1. Angular errors of 100-shot gaze estimation within datasets.

Table 2. Angular errors of 50/200-shot gaze estimation 
within datasets.

Ø Cross-Encoder 
outperforms the 
state-of-the-art 
consistently.

pWithin dataset evaluation

Code:
https://github.com/sunyunjia96/Cross-Encoder


